
MY MYTH STORY   
Long time ago, there was a boy named Odyssey, he lived a 

town called Rhodes. This boy lives somewhere where people 

are sad because every year on the 2nd of July they get 

attacked by some type of monster. They call that day 

monster destroy day they have had it ever since 550 BC. All 

the boy wanted to do was just make the town happier like in 

595 BC. The boy wore ripped clothes and broken shoes and 

his hair was so puffy you couldn’t see the top of his head. The 

reason why he had to go on this adventure is because he had 

to make everyone live in a safe environment and be happy 

again.                                                         

 

 

As the boy starts walking he spots a little shop that sells food 

and water so he stops by and then … The brought some 

water and some bread but it tasted funny. The man who 

worked there had a grin on his face but then the boy 

suddenly felt fine. Turns out the bread was poisoned. The 

man thought to himself poison kills you and said to himself ‘I 

must be a type of Hero or even a  God.’ Then the man said  



‘no you can’t be you don’t live on mount Olympus.’ Then the 

man realized he was being so mean he was turning into a 

villain.  

 

After a while, Odyssey  is struggling to walk the he see’s dust 

in the air and a person was created by the dust his name was 

Hermes he was sending a message to Odyssey from Zeus. The 

message said ‘ here are some powers for you to defeat this 

monster lots of love your dad Zeus.’ Hermes blows the 

magical dust at Odyssey and he has the powers to do 

anything he could lift up a tree and he could do anything.  

 

As the journey gets longer, he spots someone or something 

in the distance. Then he went closer and closer, it was just a 

pot of gold he thought well that isn’t any help then he heard 

a sound. It was some sort of animal but then the animal said ‘ 

it is not just a pot of gold put your hands in deep.’ So he did 

and he found out that there were swords to defeat this cruel 

and selfish creature that attacks his town.  

 

Over there, was the cave that the monster lies in… 

As soon as, he walked in he could see slimy scales 

everywhere green and yellow hairs swaying on the floor. He 

could hear snakes slithering and in the distance he could see 

four blue beading eyes staring at him. When he was tiptoeing 

through he could smell dragon and snake food everywhere. 

Then the monster rosin into the light Odyssey was frightened 



this monster had two disgusting heads that one looked like a 

human then the other one was a dragon head. Then he 

realized that one looked medusa that because she had snake 

hair but then the monster tried to eat him but they couldn’t 

because they had there heads chopped of. When he was 

leaving he saw a sigh on the wall saying medieval scales do 

not enter 

 

When he got home he was set out for way more adventures. 
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